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Abstract. Ring networks made of fiber-ribbon point-to-point links are
proposed. The first network is a control-channel based network in which
one fiber in each link joins with others to form a control-channel ring. This
ring improves performance of the network by sending medium access
control information immediately before the data transmissions. High
throughputs can be achieved in the network due to pipelining, i.e., sev-
eral packets can travel through the network simultaneously but in differ-
ent segments of the ring. The network can meet tough performance
demands in, e.g., massively parallel signal processing systems, which is
shown by example. Also, real-time demands can be met using slot re-
serving. The network, called CC-FPR (control-channel based fiber-
ribbon pipeline ring), can be built today using off-the-shelf fiber optic
components. The increasingly good price/performance ratio for fiber-
ribbon links indicates a high potential for the success of the proposed
kind of networks; a prototype is currently under development. The sec-
ond network is similar to first except that it divides the network into two
subnetworks, one for packet-switched traffic and one for circuit-switched
traffic. When the main data flow in the network does not change rapidly,
this is a good choice for a simple but powerful network. © 1998 Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(98)00312-2]
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1 Introduction

Parallel and distributed computing systems place increas-
ingly higher demands on the networks that interconnect
their processors or processing nodes. Fiber optic networks
are foreseen to be a natural choice in such systems in the
future, especially when the nodes are physically separated.
With colleagues I have presented, in earlier papers, com-
puting systems with computational modules that function
as stand alone single instruction, multiple data SIMD
stream computers, in which all processing elements work
together closely. We use these computational modules as
building blocks when building larger, highly parallel com-
puter systems. At the global level, these systems aremul-
tiple SIMDcomputers with one instruction stream per com-
putational module. The systems have been developed as
part of a joint project between Halmstad University, Erics-
son Microwave Systems AB, and Chalmers University of
Technology.

Application examples are future radar signal processing
systems, distributed multimedia systems, satellite imaging
and other image processing methods. A typical example is
the radar signal processing system described in Refs. 1 and
2. Often, these systems are classified as real-time computer
systems. In a real-time computer system, correct function
depends both on the time at which a result is produced and
on its accuracy.3 In many real-time systems, timing must be
guaranteed to avoid life-threatening situations. An example
is control systems for nuclear power plants. Other real-time
systems include those for flight control, radar, robotics, and

industrial control. In distributed real-time systems, the in-
terconnection network is a very important part of the com-
puter system. Often, guaranteeing real-time services is
much more important in these systems than performance,
e.g., average latency.

Since each module itself can have a sustained data out-
put rate of several gigabits per second, a powerful intercon-
nection network is required. In 1996, we presented a wave-
length division multiplexing~WDM! star network for high-
performance distributed real-time systems and analyzed
how it functions in a massively parallel radar signal pro-
cessing system.1 Although the WDM star architecture is
very attractive and scales well to hundreds of nodes when
configured as a star-of-stars network, systems that require
only a few tens of nodes can alternatively, and less expen-
sively, be realized using optical fiber-ribbon links. Fiber-
ribbon links offering an aggregate bandwidth of several gi-
gabits per second have already reached the market.4 The
price performance ratio is very promising

In this paper, the two ring networks presented are suit-
able for different situations and both of them are based on
fiber-ribbon links. We describe these two networks and, as
a case study, show how the data flow in a massively paral-
lel radar signal processing system is mapped on the net-
works.

The proposed networks are pipeline ring networks based
on optical fiber-ribbon point-to-point links. In a pipeline
ring network, several packets can travel through the net-
work simultaneously, thus achieving an aggregate through-
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put higher than the capacity of a single link. Motorola OP-
TOBUS™ bidirectional links5 with 10 fibers per direction
are used, but the links are arranged in a unidirectional ring
architecture~Fig. 1!, where onlyM /2 bidirectional links are
required to close a ring ofM nodes~assuming thatM is an
even number!.

The first network is called the control-channel based
fiber-ribbon pipeline ring~CC-FPR!. The physical ring net-
work is divided into two rings: a data ring and a control
ring. In each fiber-ribbon link, eight fibers carry data and
one fiber is used to clock the data, byte for byte. Together,
these fibers form a data channel that carries data packets.
The access is divided into slots as in an ordinary time di-
vision multiple access~TDMA ! network. The tenth fiber is
dedicated to bit-serial transmission of control packets that
are used for the arbitration of data transmission in each slot.
The clock signal, on the dedicated clock fiber, that is used
to clock data also clocks each bit in the control packets.

The node synchronization requirement is more relaxed
than for a traditional TDMA network and the network is
somewhat similar to a slotted ring network~but without the
requirement of a central controller!. This is because the
access to the network circulates among the nodes according
to the physical order of the nodes in the ring. In addition,
the ring can dynamically~for each slot! be partitioned into
segments to obtain a pipeline ring network where several
transmissions can take place simultaneously. Even simulta-
neous multicast transmissions are possible when the multi-
cast segments do not overlap. Also, slot reserving is used to
obtain guaranteed bandwidth in real-time computer sys-
tems.

Other high-performance ring networks include the
WDM passive ring6 and the hierarchical WDM ring,7

which are more closely related to the WDM star network
and star-of-stars network that were proposed in Refs. 8 and
1. Other pipeline ring networks are described in Refs. 9, 10,
and 11 and more references are available in Ref. 9. Advan-
tages of the CC-FPR network over these other networks
include the use of high-bandwidth fiber-ribbon links and
the close relation between a dedicated control channel and
a data channel without disturbing the flow of data packets.
In other words, control and data are overlapped in time.

With less header overhead in the data packets the slot
length can be shortened, to reduce latency, without sacri-
ficing too much in bandwidth utilization. Also, the separate
clock and control fibers simplify the transceiver hardware
implementation; this is shown, among other things, by a
prototype now being developed.

The network described by Jafari et al. also relies on a
separate control channel but requires a central control node
that brings additional cost in hardware and in latency when
waiting for response from the central control node.10 The
CC-FPR network is insensitive to propagation delay in the
sense that no feedback is required from other nodes or from
a central controller between control-packet and data-packet
transmissions.

The physical ring of the second network is subdivided
into two networks, which carry different kinds of traffic.
Nine of the fibers are used for time multiplexed circuit-
switched traffic, eight fibers are for data and one for clock-
ing. The tenth fiber is dedicated to packet-switched traffic
using, for example, a token ring protocol. This fiber also
carries control messages to reconfigure the TDMA sched-
ule, ~i.e., circuit establishment! for the other nine fibers.
This network is a good choice when the main data flow in
the network does not change rapidly.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The CC-
FPR network is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the
network supporting both packet and circuit switched traffic
is described. Then, in Section 4, implementation aspects are
discussed, while a case study is offered in Section 5 to
show the efficiency of the networks. This is followed by
conclusions in Section 6.

2 CC-FPR Network

The CC-FPR protocol is described in the first subsection.
Then, in Section 2.2, performance aspects related to proto-
col implementation are discussed. Throughout these two
subsections, it is assumed that slot reserving, as described
in Section 2.3, is not used.

2.1 CC-FPR Protocol

Before the CC-FPR protocol arbitration mechanism is ex-
plained, a description of how data packets travel on the ring
is given. The access to the network is cyclic; each cycle
consists ofM time slots, whereM is the number of nodes.
Each node is denotedmi , 1< i<M . In each slot, one node
is always responsible for initiating the traffic around the
ring. This node is called the slot initiator. Each node is
slot-initiator in one slot per cycle, as shown in Fig. 2. At
the end of the slot, the role of being slot-initiator is a syn-

Fig. 1 (a) Bidirectional fiber-ribbon link and (b) unidirectional ring
network built with M/2 bidirectional links.

Fig. 2 Role of being slot-initiator is cyclically repeated. Each of the
M nodes is the slot-initiator in one slot per cycle.
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chronously handed over to the next node downstream. This
can be done implicitly simply by sensing the end of the
slot, i.e., the last bit.

The CC-FPR medium access protocol is based on the
use of a control packet that, for each slot, travels almost
one round~over M21 links! on the control-channel ring,
as shown in Fig. 3. The node that will be the slot-initiator in
the next slot initiates the transmission of the control packet,
as shown in the figure. In the time domain, the control
packet always travels around the ring in the time slot pre-
ceding the one for which it controls the arbitration~see Fig.
4!. Accordingly, the control packet always passes each
node one time slot before the data packet to which it is
related.

The contents of the control packet are shown in Fig. 5.
The control packet consist of a start bit followed by anM
bit long link-reservation field and anM bit long destination
field, whereM is the number of nodes. Each bit in the
link-reservation field tells whether the corresponding link is
reserved for transmission in the next slot. In the same way,
each bit in the destination field tells whether the corre-
sponding node has a data-packet destined to it in the next
slot. Additional information, such as node insertion, could
also be included in the control packet; for clarity, this is not
shown in the figure.

Each node succeeding the slot-initiator checks the
control-packet as it passes to determine~1! if it will receive
a data packet in the next slot, which is indicated by the
node’s bit in the destination field, and~2! if a data packet
will pass the node in the next slot, which is indicated by the
bit in the link-reservation field corresponding to the outgo-

ing link of the node. If no data packet is to pass the node,
i.e., the rest of the ring back to the slot-initiator is free, then
the node can transmit a data packet in the next time slot in
this part of the ring.

When a node has a packet ready for transmission, it
prepares, in advance, new link-reservation and destination
fields to reserve needed links and notify destination
node~s!. In this way, the node can immediately change the
control packet when it passes, provided the bit in the link-
reservation field, corresponding to the outgoing link of the
node, is set to zero. Since there is no data packet that will
pass the node, succeeding nodes have no use for the over-
written information in the control packet.

Because all of the nodes succeeding the slot-initiator
repeat the procedure of checking the control packet, mul-
tiple transmissions in different segments of the ring could
occur in the same slot. An example of how the control
packets travel around a five-node network is shown in Fig.
6. The arbitration results in two concurrent data-packet
transmissions in the next slot, one single-destination and
one multicast packet, as shown in Fig. 7. Nodem1 is the
slot-initiator in the example; therefore it initiates the
control-packet transmission described in Fig. 6. It reserves
link 1 and link 2 for transmission to nodem3 and informs
this node by setting the corresponding bits in the link-
reservation field and the destination field, respectively, that
it will have a data packet destined to it in the next slot.
While nodem2 and nodem3 do not change the control
packet, they check it to see if there will be any data packets
destined to them in the next slot. Nodem4 reserves link 4
and link 5 for a multicast transmission to nodem5 and node
m1 . Nodem5 then receives the control packet and removes
it from the ring.

The reason the control packet travels only among the
first M21 links after the slot-initiator is that the clock
signal is interrupted before the last link to avoid interfering
with itself ~see Fig. 3!. The node that initiated the transmis-
sion of the control packet does not return the packet. Con-

Fig. 4 In each slot, a node passes/transmits one control packet and
one data packet, where the control packet is used for the arbitration
of the next slot.

Fig. 3 Node succeeding the slot-initiator initiates the control-packet
transmission.

Fig. 5 Control packet contains a start bit, a link-reservation field,
and a destination field.

Fig. 6 Control packet travels around a network with five nodes.
Node 1 is the slot-initiator.
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sequently, it will not be informed of whether or not there is
a data packet destined to it in the next slot. However, the
node will receive either a packet destined to the node or an
empty packet.

Each transmitter hasM21 queues, one for each pos-
sible destination~the node itself excluded!. When a multi-
cast packet arrives for queuing, it is put in the queue cor-
responding to the multicast destination farthest away from
the source node downstream. In this way, multicast packets
are treated in the same way as single-destination packets
and multiple multicast packets can travel in the network at
the same time whenever possible.

2.2 Performance Aspects

It is essential to desirable performance that the delay of the
control packet in each node it bypasses be minimal, espe-
cially in large networks. One method is to organize the bits
in the link-reservation field in the control packet, for each
slot, so that they appear in the same order as the control
packet travels. In other words, the first bit corresponds to
the outgoing link from the slot-initiator. Thus, when a node
wants to change the contents of a control packet, it does not
have to store the whole packet before checking and possi-
bly overwriting it. Instead it can retransmit the packet bit
by bit and exchange the remaining part of the packet~if
transmission is possible! after reading the bit in the link-
reservation field corresponding to its outgoing link. The
node’s bit in the destination field in the incoming control
packet must, however, be checked before it is thrown away.
Using this method, the delay in each node can be reduced
to only one or a few bits.

As indicated in Fig. 8, the bandwidth utilization depends
on the ratio of the total propagation delay around the ring to
the cycle length. This is an effect related to the asynchro-
nous passing mechanism of the slot-initiator assignment.
Also, the bandwidth utilization depends on the average
number of segments that can be utilized in each slot. The
maximum aggregated throughput of the network that is
made possible by the asynchronous slot-synchronization
methodSmax is:

Smax5
M PTslot

MTslot1Tprop
, ~1!

whereM is the number of nodes,P is the average number
of packet transmissions in each slot,Tslot is the duration of
one slot, andTprop is the total propagation delay around the
ring. As an example we get a throughput ofSmax51.9 when
M516, P52, Tslot51 ms, andTprop51 ms ~200-m fiber!.

The latency grows linearly with distance, measured in
the number of hops~repeating latency in each node!. Con-
tributions to the latency also include the propagation delay
between source and destination node, queuing delay, and
the delay until the first available slot for transmission. By
distributing tasks in such a way as to minimize the number
of hops, latency is reduced and remaining bandwidth is
improved.

Since a separate control channel is used, the data-packet
header can be very short. Therefore, reception of data pack-
ets is simplified and large software overheads are elimi-
nated. Another positive consequence, in combination with
the asynchronous slot synchronization, is that the slot
length can be relatively short without significant reduction
in bandwidth utilization. In turn, short slot lengths decrease
the latency and provide a finer resolution for splitting mes-
sages into packets, which can increase the bandwidth utili-
zation. Due to limited space, a performance analysis of the
network is to be published elsewhere.

2.3 Slot Reserving

Many computer systems have real-time demands for which
the network must offer guaranteed bandwidth for certain
communication patterns. This can be done in the network
using slot reserving. Either the whole ring is reserved for a
specific node in a slot, or several segments of the ring are
dedicated to some specific nodes.

When slot reservation is allowed, the cycle is prolonged
to containQ5M1R slots, whereR is the number of slots
used for reservation. The value ofR is chosen when the
system is designed and remains unchanged during opera-
tion of the network, provided the system function does not
change radically. For example, there could be a mode
change in a radar system, such as switching from the task
of scanning the whole working range to that of tracking a
certain object. For fairness, theM ordinary slots are not
allowed to be reserved. Figure 9 shows how the cycle from
Fig. 8 is prolonged by a fourth slot where nodem3 is the

Fig. 7 Example: node 1 sends a single-destination packet to node
3, while node 4 sends a multicast packet to node 5 and node 1.

Fig. 8 Bandwidth utilization depends on the ratio of the total propa-
gation delay around the ring to the cycle length. The boxes with bold
text show the link through which each slot first propagates.
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slot-initiator. However, any node in the network can try to
reserve a segment of the ring in the fourth time slot.

When a node is going to reserve a slot, it searches for
slots where the required links are free, so allocation of a
new segment can be made. First, the node’s own slots~i.e.,
where the node itself is the slot-initiator! are searched.
When too few slots~actually only a segment in each slot!
for the reservation can be allocated, the search is extended
to other slots. In that case, the node broadcasts a data
packet containing a request to all other nodes to allocate the
desired segment in their slots. The packet contains informa-
tion about the links required and the number of slots
needed. Each node then checks its own slots for the re-
quired free links. All of the nodes send a packet back to the
requesting node to notify which slots, if any, have been
allocated. When the requesting node has received the an-
swers, it decides if the number of allocated slots is suffi-
cient. If not, it sends a release packet. Otherwise, it can
start using the reserved slots immediately. However, if
more slots than needed were allocated, a release packet is
sent out.

All slots in a cycle, where a node is the slot-initiator,
must be in sequence to avoid disturbing the efficiency of
the asynchronous slot synchronization method. The band-
width utilization is, at the expense of higher latencies, im-
proved when using slot reserving, as indicated in Fig. 9.
The maximum aggregated throughput of the network made
possible by the asynchronous slot-synchronization method
Smax now becomes:

Smax5
~M1R!PTslot

~M1R!Tslot1Tprop
, ~2!

whereM is the number of nodes,R is the number of slots
for reservation,P is the average number of packet trans-
missions in each slot,Tslot is the duration of one slot, and
Tprop is the total propagation delay around the ring.

The advantage of this slot reservation method over
circuit-switching is that when a node does not require its
reserved slot, the slot can be used by other nodes in the
segment. For example, suppose that nodem1 has a segment
reserved containing the four links between itself and node
m5 . If node m1 does not require the slot in a cycle, the
other nodes in the segment are informed of that when the
control packet passes in the slot before. Nodem2 will have
the first chance to take over, followed by nodesm3 andm4 .

Multiple nodes can even reuse the same slot when the com-
munication demands of the other nodes in the segment al-
low for that.

3 Packet- and Circuit-Switched Ring Network

Compared to the CC-FPR network, the network for both
packet- and circuit-switched traffic is slightly simpler at the
expense of somewhat reduced support for dynamic traffic
patterns. However, in many systems only a fraction of the
traffic is irregular.

Circuit and packet-switched traffic are discussed in Sec-
tions 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. Then, in Section 3.3, circuit
establishment is described.

3.1 Circuit-Switched Traffic

For circuit-switched traffic, the first nine fibers in each link
form a high-speed channel. All of the high-speed channels,
together, form a high-speed ring network for circuit
switched traffic. The access is divided into slots as in an
ordinary TDMA network. However, in each slot the net-
work can be divided into segments as in the CC-FPR net-
work. Also, for each slot there is always a slot-initiator
node. The same kind of asynchronous slot-synchronization
method is also used.

The access is cyclic and each cycle consists ofK slots.
In a typical case,K is a multiple of M , whereM is the
number of nodes, and each node is the slot-initiator inK/M
slots. An example of an agreed schedule for a network with
K5M55 slots per cycle is shown in Fig. 10. Each column
represents one time slot and contains information on how
the ring is segmented in that slot. Each number in a column
is the node index of the owner of the corresponding link.
The bold-typed numbers indicate the current slot-initiator.
In each segment and slot, one, and only one, node can be
the owner of the links, and hence has the right to use the
segment links for transmission. In the first slot in the ex-
ample, nodem1 ~slot-initiator! owns the link between itself
and nodem2 . Hence, it can transmit to nodem2 but not to
any other node. In the same slot, nodem2 can transmit to
any of nodesm3 , m4 , m5 , or m1 . The choice is made by
the process that owns the circuit~logical connection! to
which the slot segment is associated. A multicast to two or
more of these nodes is also possible.

Fig. 9 Bandwidth utilization is improved using slot reserving. In this
example, the cycle is prolonged by a fourth slot.

Fig. 10 Example of an allocation scheme for the links in a five-node
system. The slot-initiators are in bold type and different segments
have different background shading.
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In the third slot, the link between nodesm1 and m2 is
free. Although the link is free, nodem1 must not disturb the
asynchronous slot synchronization technique. Therefore, it
transmits an empty packet to nodem2 . In the fifth slot,
node m5 has the capability of transmitting a broadcast
packet~a packet to all other nodes in the ring!.

The same reasoning about bandwidth utilization and la-
tency for the CC-FPR network also holds for this network.
The bandwidth utilization is:

Smax5
KPTslot

KTslot1Tprop
. ~3!

3.2 Packet-Switched Traffic

The tenth fibers from each of the links are combined to
form a ring network totally dedicated for packet-switched
traffic. An ordinary ring protocol can be used. However,
there are two requirements:~1! it must be possible to halt
the protocol when special packets for circuit establishment
are to be transmitted~see Section 3.3! and ~2! the latency
must be upper bounded to ensure transmission of the pack-
ets for circuit establishment. When using, e.g, a token ring
protocol on the packet network, this network will support
low latency communication for sporadic packets at moder-
ate traffic rates. At the same time, it is ensured that the
circuit switched traffic~often real-time traffic! is not dis-
turbed by packet-switched traffic.

3.3 Circuit Establishment

When a node is to establish a new circuit, it searches for
slots where the required links are free so allocation of a
new segment can be made. First, the node’s own slots~i.e.,
where the node itself is the slot-initiator! are searched.
When too few slots~actually only a segment in each slot!
for the circuit can be allocated, the search is continued in
other slots. In that case, a specialrequest packetis trans-
mitted on the packet network to ask other nodes to allocate
the desired segment in their slots. This packet is immedi-
ately followed by acollect packetto collect information on
the success of the slot segment allocations.

The request packet, which is broadcast to all other
nodes, contains information about the links required and
the number of slots required. Each node then checks if any
of its own slots have the required free links. If so, it pre-
pares to modify the collect packet when it arrives~before
forwarding it!, to notify the requesting node of which slots
have been allocated. However, if any of the previous nodes
have already allocated slot segments and modified the col-
lect packet, the number of slots required is decreased by the
corresponding number of allocated slots. The number of
slots still required is indicated by a dedicated field in the
collect packet. In this way, allocation of more slots than
required is avoided. However, several nodes can each allo-
cate some of the slots required and information about all of
these allocations is added to the same collect packet.

When the requesting node receives the collect packet
after one round, it decides if the number of allocated slots is
sufficient. If not, it sends a release packet. Otherwise, it can
start using the established circuit immediately.

4 Implementation Aspects

In addition to the high bandwidth offered by a fiber-ribbon
cable, a 10-fold increase in packing density compared to
electrical cables, resulting in less rigid cables, is also
offered.12 Further on, the designer must not be concerned
about electromagnetic emissions. These properties make
possible new components such as the single-chip optoelec-
tronic switch core reported in Ref. 13. In addition to the
switch function the chip eliminates 32 OPTOBUS 800
Mbits/s per fiber transceivers. This translates to an aggre-
gated bandwidth of 204 Gbits/s through the switch when 8
of the 10 fibers on each link are used for data. Such a
switch can connect multiple ring clusters when building
large networks. The high bit rate of a fiber-ribbon link
makes it possible to reduce the slot duration in the proposed
networks, and still maintain the same number of bits in a
packet as on a slower link based on a electrical cable. This
reduces the latency without offering too much in bandwidth
utilization.

When scaling up the bandwidth of a fiber-ribbon link
where a dedicated fiber carries the clock signal, the main
problem is channel-to-channel skew. The skew is mainly
due to differences in propagation delay between different
fibers and variations of lasing delay time among different
laser diodes.14 The 400 Mbits/s OPTOBUS has a specified
maximum skew of 200 ps excluding the fiber-ribbon cable
for which 6 ps/m is assumed for standard ribbons.5 Since
the data stream passing a node in the ring network is, at
least, passing a pipeline register, the channel-to-channel
skew is not accumulated over several nodes. The limited
distance between two adjacent nodes, due to skew, is of the
same order of magnitude as current LANs~a few hundred
meters!. In parallel and distributed computer systems, so
called system area networks~SANs!, the maximum re-
quired distance is normally lower than this limit. It might,
however, be hard to stress the bit rate to several gigabits per
second per fiber without reducing the distance significantly.
It can also be argued that networks with more physically
distributed nodes should be possible since this could be
valuable in some applications. The latency of the network
is not dependant on the distance except that the propagation
delay is added and the throughput is reduced, as mentioned.
Because of these motivations, techniques to reduce the ef-
fect of the skew are discussed next.

One technique is to actually reduce the skew, either by
using low-skew ribbons or by employing skew compensa-
tion. Fiber ribbons with about 1 ps/m skew have been
developed,15 which essentially increases the possible
bandwidth-distance product. All the fibers in the same rib-
bon were sequentially cut to reduce the variation of refrac-
tive index among the fibers. In the fiber-ribbon link de-
scribed in Ref. 16, a dedicated fiber carries a clock signal
used to clock data on 31 fibers. The transmitter circuitry for
each channel has a programmable clock skew adjustment to
adjust the clock in 80 ps increments.

Another technique is to extract the clock signal from the
bit flow on each fiber instead of using a separate fiber car-
rying the clock signal. The disadvantage is increased hard-
ware complexity when adding a clock recovery circuit and
a buffer circuit for each channel in the receiver. A hybrid
solution is to skip the separate clock channel and encode
clock information on the data channels, but still send in
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bit-parallel mode as reported in Ref. 17. In this case, a
deskew unit relying on first in, first out~FIFO! registers
ensures that parallel data words that are output from the
receiver are identical with those that were sent. A possible
615-ns deskew was reported.

The techniques mentioned here introduce either in-
creased hardware complexity or a more sophisticated
manufacturing process of the fiber ribbons. If the manufac-
turing process allows for adding more fibers in each ribbon,
this might be a cheaper alternative. For example, 12 chan-
nel links with 1 Gbit/s per channel12 and 2 Gbit/s per
channel18 have been reported, and array modules support-
ing 1232.4 Gbits/s for, e.g., fiber-ribbon links were de-
scribed in Ref. 19. A fiber-ribbon link with 32 fibers, each
with a bit rate of 500 Mbits/s, was described in Ref. 16, and
researchers at NEC developed a module where 832 lasers
are coupled to two fiber ribbons.20 Instead of fiber ribbons,
fiber imaging guides~FIGs! with thousands of pixels can be
used. In the system described in Ref. 21, both a 14,000-
pixel FIG and a 3500-pixel FIG was coupled to an 838
vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser array in different set-
ups. More references to reports on fiber-ribbon links are
found in Ref. 22.

5 Case Study

A typical application with high throughput requirements
and a pipelined data flow between the computational mod-
ules is future radar signal processing systems.1,2 In Fig. 11,
a signal processing chain, similar to those described in
Refs. 1 and 2, is shown together with its bandwidth de-
mands. Each computational module in the figure contains
multiple processors. The chain is a good example contain-
ing both multicast, one-to-many, and many-to-one commu-
nication patterns. The aggregated throughput demand is 30
Gbits/s. Only the throughput requirements are treated here;
all details of the chain are covered in Refs. 1 and 2. The
data flow must not be disturbed by, for example, status
information that the network must also transport. Slot re-
serving is therefore a good choice for the data flow of the
signal processing chain when using the CC-FPR network.
If the other network proposed here is used, circuit-
switching is used for the data flow. We begin the case study
by concentrating on the CC-FPR network and then discuss
the circuit- and packet-switched network.

We assume links with 10 fibers and 800 Mbits/s per
fiber in the case study. In the CC-FPR network, this trans-
lates to a bandwidth of 6.4 Gbits/s for data traffic on eight

of the fibers. For simplicity we assume an efficient band-
width of 6.0 Gbits/s after, for example, check sums have
been excluded and Equation~2! has been used. In Fig. 11,
there are 13 nodes. In addition, the antenna is seen as one
node~feeds the first node in the chain with data! and there
is one master node responsible for supervising the whole
system and interacting with the user. We denote the an-
tenna as nodem1 , the modules shown in the figure as node
mi , 2< i<14, and the master node asm15. The numbers of
the modules are indicated in the figure also. The number of
ordinary slots, hence, is 15, but the cycle is prolonged to
contain also 30 slots for reservation. Accordingly, there are
45 slots in a cycle, where one slot per cycle corresponds to
a bandwidth of 133 Mbits/s at an total efficient bandwidth
of 6.0 Gbits/s.

A feasible allocation scheme of the slots is shown in Fig.
12. For clarity, all of the reservation slots are placed after
the ordinary slots. In a real implementation, however, the
reservation slots are spread out so each node is first a slot-
initiator in the ordinary slot and then, immediately after-
ward, in two reservation slots. Care must be taken, how-
ever, when distributing the reservation slots because when
there are intermediate nodes between the source and desti-
nation nodes, allocation is not possible in those slots where
one of the intermediate nodes is the slot-initiator.

The maximum data flow from one module is 4.0 Gbits/s,
which corresponds to having a segment of the ring reserved
in all of the 30 slots for reservation. Slots for both of the
two 2 Gbits/s data flows to the pulse compression nodes
can be allocated, since one of the two data flows is tapped
before adding the data flow produced from the same node.
The incoming data flow to the constant false alarm ratio
~CFAR! nodes is multicasted to all of these nodes. Al-
though this multicast data flow must remain unchanged un-
til the last CFAR node, it can coexist with the data flow
produced from the CFAR nodes. The reason for this is that
the multicast bandwidth is only 2 Gbits/s. The rest of the
data flows are pure pipeline flows and fit easily on the
network as long as the calculations are mapped on the
nodes according to the pipeline order.

In the case of the second network, each cycle can be
divided intoK545 slots per cycle for circuit-switched traf-
fic. The allocation scheme in Fig. 12 then holds for this
network too, leaving slots 1 through 15 free. Another pos-
sibility is to haveK512 slots per cycle. In that case, one
slot corresponds to 500 Mbits/s and all bandwidths in Fig.
11 are divisible by the slot bandwidth.

Fig. 11 Data flow between the modules in the radar signal processing chain.
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6 Conclusions

Two ring networks based on fiber-ribbon links were pre-
sented. Very high throughputs can be achieved in the net-
works, especially in systems for which a pipelined data
flow between the nodes exists. The CC-FPR network relies
on the use of a dedicated control subnetwork that is easy to
implement using a dedicated fiber on each fiber-ribbon link.
Guaranteed bandwidth is supported in the CC-FPR network
by slot reserving, a method that allows for slot reuse when
the guaranteed bandwidth is temporarily not in use. In a
typical system, slot reserving can be used for time-critical
data flows, guaranteeing that they are not disturbed by, e.g.,
control information. In the second network, circuit-
switching is offered to support guaranteed bandwidth,
while a packet-switched subnetwork at the same time sup-
ports flexible traffic. Note also that the network can be built
today using fiber-optic off-the-shelf components and this
work is in progress.
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